Teen

Broken Things

The Rule of One

by Lauren Oliver

by Ashley Saunders

YF Oliver
Withdrawing from a community that
blames them for a friend's death five
years earlier, two girls are reunited
by a seemingly insignificant
discovery that resurrects the mystery
that could uncover what really
happened.

YF Saunders
In the near-future United States, a
one-child policy is ruthlessly
enforced. Everyone follows the Rule
of One. But Ava Goodwin has a
secret. She has an identical twin,
Mira. Branded as traitors, they'll
discover just how far they’ll go in
order to stay alive.

All of This is True
by Lygia Day Peñaflor
YF Penaflor
Four Long Island teens befriend a
best-selling young-adult novelist
only to discover their most private,
darkest secrets exposed in the pages
of her next book.

Neverworld Wake
by Marisha Pessl
YF Pessl
A group of teens who all attended
the same elite prep school reunite a
year after graduation. After a night
on the town, the teens are faced with
an impossible choice—only one of
them can live and the decision must
be unanimous.

The Athena Protocol
by Shamim Sarif
YF Sarif
As a member of the Athena Protocol,
an elite organization of female spies
who enact vigilante justice around
the world but are prohibited from
using deadly force, Jessie Archer is
forced to go rogue after breaking
the rules.

Action
Thriller

Sadie
by Courtney Summers
YF Summers
Resolving to bring her sister's killer
to justice, a teen goes missing while
investigating meager clues, before a
radio personality learns her story
and becomes obsessed with finding
her before it is too late.

Deadfall
by Stephen Wallenfels
YF Wallenfels
Twin brothers Cory and Ty Bic search
for an escape from criminals in the
Pacific Northwest wilderness.

Action-packed thrillers full of
suspense and adventure

The Starlight Claim
by Tim Wynne-Jones
YF Wynne-Jones
Haunted by nightmares after the
disappearance of his best friend,
Nate is chased from his home by
three escaped prisoners before
finding his survival skills tested by a
blizzard in the frigid wilderness and
devastating family secrets.
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Girl Gone Viral

Skyjacked

by Arvin Ahmadi

by Paul Griffin

YF Ahmadi
A 17-year-old prodigy in a technical
boarding school engages in an
escalating series of hacks and viral
deceptions in order to gain the
attention of the virtual reality
billionaire behind her father's
mysterious disappearance.

YF Griffin
Returning from a camping trip on a
private plane, five wealthy
Manhattan teens discover that the
aircraft has been hijacked.

Found
by Joseph Bruchac
YF Bruchac
A teenage survival expert finds his
skills tested when he's pursued
through the Canadian wilderness by
men determined to silence him.
Remembering and using the
teachings of his Abenaki Elders will
prove to be the difference between
life and death.

Immoral Code
by Lillian Clark
YF Clark
The loyal friends of a deadbeat
billionaire's abandoned daughter
orchestrate a 21st-century Robin
Hood plot to hack into her father's
company and steal the tuition
money she needs to follow
her dreams.

Hostile Territory
by Paul Greci
YF Greci
Stranded by a catastrophic
earthquake in the Alaskan
wilderness, four teen campers
observe ominous military activity in
the distance and realize that
America is under siege.

Secret Weapon: Seven
Untold Adventures From
the Life of a Teenaged Spy
by Anthony Horowitz
YF Horowitz
A short story collection that expands
the universe of teen spy Alex Rider.

A Good Girl's Guide to
Murder
by Holly Jackson
YF Jackson
Five years after the shattering
murder and suicide of two popular
teens, a skeptical high school
student reexamines the case before
uncovering disturbing clues about
what really happened.

Aurora Rising
by Amie Kaufman
YF Kaufman
A graduating cadet in a 24th-century
space academy rescues a centurieshibernating girl from
interdimensional space and is swept
up in an interstellar war.

The Lady's Guide to
Petticoats and Piracy
by Mackenzi Lee
YF Lee
Felicity must use all her womanly wit
and wiles to achieve her
dreams of becoming a doctor—
even if she has to scheme her way
across Europe.

Wildfire
by Carrie Mac
YF Mac
Two lifelong friends on the brink of
becoming something more share
life-risking adventures before
organizing a 10-day backpacking trip
through the mountains of
Washington State, where they
become trapped inside a wildfire.

Killing November
by Adriana Mather
YF Mather
A new student at an off-the-grid
training academy for future
assassins, spies, and con artists
rapidly discovers the school's fiercely
competitive and punitive
environment before she is wrongly
accused of murdering a classmate.

Two Can Keep a Secret
by Karen M. McManus
YF McManus
Forced to return to the picturesque
town where her aunt went missing
and where a homecoming queen
was murdered, Ellery navigates an
anonymous assailant's threats about
the school's homecoming events
while uncovering secrets.

